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The aim of this guide is to help you improve your academic
writing. It endeavours to make you think and write like a
professional scholar.

It is divided into four sections. The first section will focus on academic
listening, reading and writing. The second section will provide information on
how you should complete a research assignment. It will help you understand how you
should plan, do research, and structure your assignment. It will also explain to you
how to write introductions, paragraphs and conclusions for your assessments, short
essays and research assignments. It will further provide you with a list of common writing
errors and suggest how you can correct these. The third section will help you master the skills
to cite and reference your sources and teach you how to avoid committing plagiarism. The final
section will explain how you should format and style your assignments and assessments for
submission in the School of Humanities.

The guide thus aims to develop your critical thinking, reading, writing and language abilities. The skills gained by
engaging with this guide will help you to develop a multitude of skills you will need for your academic
career, but also for your working life outside of university.

This guide should be used while you are writing your assessments, assignments and essays, as well as be referred to
again as soon as your lecturers provide you with feedback on your work. Thus, once you have received your assessed task, refer
back to the guide to see where you made errors and correct these errors to avoid making the same mistakes in future. It is important
that you do not simply discard or file away marked work. You need to read through your lecturers’ comments and suggestions
and incorporate these into your writing. Finally, we hope that you will find this guide helpful and that it will aid in improving your academic
writing. Remember that critically engaging with your course material, undertaking research and writing well should be an enjoyable, albeit
challenging experience.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
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ACADEMIC LISTENING, READING AND WRITING

One important function of a subject in the School of Humanities is to equip

you with a set of transferable skills that will help you to obtain a career in

your life after university. Thus, besides teaching you important theoretical,

practical and subject specific skills in the various disciplines we offer, we

also need to ensure that you improve your Academic Literacy.

This means that you need to acquire or improve your active listening and

critical reading skills, learn how to conduct research and improve all the

facets of your writing. This guide will assist you on achieving these goals.

SECTION A
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A lecture is one of the main ways in which lecturers impart knowledge at university.

Traditionally lectures are not as interactive as high school classes. Depending on the course,

you might be one of several hundred students attending a lecture where you need to listen to

a lecturer talk for 45 minutes on a topic that is probably unfamiliar to you. Depending on the

time available, your lecturers will usually allow for questions during or after the lecture.

The attendance of lectures is very important for your academic success. Your lecturers make

use of lectures to introduce you to new concepts, new terminology, and new fields of study and

to provide you with important information on particular topics. Your lecturers also use lectures

to inform you about important dates, requirements and administrative issues.
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Before the lecture

Identify the topic of the lecture Before each lecture, remind yourself what the topic of the lecture will be. You can

do this by either consulting your module schedule in your study guide for a

particular course or you could consult the notes you took in the previous lecture

to see what the last topic was your lecturer covered.

Ask yourself what you already 

know about the topic

By the time you arrive at university you would have already accumulated many

skills and vast quantities of knowledge. Once you know what the topic of the

lecture would be, try to activate and recall what you already know about the

topic. This thought process will help you to link the lecture content to your own

knowledge and will make the content easier to contextualise, understand and

learn.

Read before the lecture Consult the recommended reading for the topic provided in your study guide.

Reading about the topic before you attend the lecture will make it easier for you

to engage with the lecture content.
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During the lecture

Listen for structure and 

emphasis

As you listen to a lecture, try to focus on its structure and content. Your lecturer

will usually make use of a presentation, which may include a list of headings, key

points or detailed content. Listen to the verbal signposts that your lecturer uses

during their presentation. For example, do they pause before introducing a new

point or do they summarise a section before moving on to the next section. Your

ability to listen for structure and emphasis will improve with experience.

Take notes Taking notes is a very important aspect when listening to a lecture. Take notes

even if your lecturer promises to provide you with a copy of the presentation.

There are many ways to take notes and you need to develop a way which is

useful to you. Your notes will become an important resource as you complete

essays and tasks and prepare for tests and exams.
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Do not write down everything your lecturer says or copy every detail

from their presentation.

 Focus on processing the information and writing down what you

hear in a way that makes sense to you.

Always record the course title, lecture topic and date.

 It is important to use your own words.

Keywords and main ideas should form the bulk of your notes.

Make use of abbreviations that make sense to you.

Write down any questions that you have, to ask either in class or in

tutorials.
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After the lecture

Reflect on and revise your notes Read your notes and add any missing detail or information. It is a good idea to

consult the set readings for that topic and adding more information to your notes.

File your notes File your notes chronologically and per subject so that they will be easily accessible

when you need to consult them.

Follow up with your lecturer or 

tutor

If there is a part of the lecture that you did not understand, make an appointment

with your lecturer or tutor for clarification.
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What is Academic Reading and Why is it Important?

Understanding the assigned readings for your courses is key in doing well in your studies. Your

assigned readings will expand on the content of your lectures and introduce further ideas and

new knowledge. Your lecturers will expect you to use this information in your assignments,

tests and exams. Consult your course study guide for a list of readings that you are expected

to consult. Your lecturers would have either reserved these readings for you in the library,

made them available for you to download from Moodle, or provided them as part of your study

guide in your course reader.

It is important that you understand that reading these texts should not just be a passive

exercise. You need to engage actively with the reading by making use of reading strategies and

making notes.
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How to read more critically and take notes

Read Selectively When selecting material to read, start with the list of recommended reading

provided by your lecturer in your study guide. You do not usually have to read all

this material, but give specific attention to the chapters and pages that your

lecturer lists for each theme or topic.

Read Critically You should approach all reading with a critical mind. Do not just accept ideas or

opinions as universal truths. Look for author bias and be open to different

perspectives. Just because something has been printed and published does not

mean that you cannot disagree with the material and form your own opinion.

Gain an overview Before you immerse yourself in the text, first get an overview of the ‘big picture’.

Look at the contents page, chapter and section headings, tables, graphs and

illustrations. Scan through the abstract and introduction as well as the

conclusion to gather the main idea of the text.
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As you read, ask yourself 

questions

As you read a section, stop and reflect on what you have read. Ask yourself what

the author meant. If you cannot answer the question, then re-read the passage.

To make sure that you understand what you have read, explain it to a friend or

discuss the reading with a fellow student.

Take a step back and breathe Some academic texts are very dense and difficult to understand on a first

reading. Language usage and style can add to obscuring the main idea the

author wants to impart. If the text remains difficult to understand, see if you

cannot find a text in which someone else has explained the meaning of that text.

Do not underline and highlight 

on your first reading

Be selective in what you highlight and underline in a text. Do not drown the

content of the text in a sea of multi-coloured stripes. Only highlight key

information so that when you return to the text at a later stage you will know

what is and what is not important.
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Do not waste time copying 

blocks of text

When taking notes from your readings, do not copy material down word-for-

word. Rather write down a summary of the information you would like to include

in your assignment and remember to paraphrase when you use this material in

your essay. See the following section for tips on using quotations, summarising

and paraphrasing.

Keep full referencing details 

and source information

As your read and make notes always write down the reference details of the

source that you use. Include the name(s) of the author(s), title, type of source,

place of publication, publisher, date published, and the page numbers so that

you do not struggle in finding this material at a later stage.
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What is Academic Writing and why is it Important?

Academic writing is a style of writing that makes your work easier to read and understand. The

purpose of academic writing is to make your work clear and understandable to whoever is

reading and / or assessing it.

This section of the guide will provide you with tips on how you can improve your academic

writing. It will also teach you how to paraphrase, summarise and make use of quotations. These

are useful skills that will help you incorporate the ideas of others into your writing.
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Paraphrasing is when you use your own or different words and phrases to rephrase what the

original writer has said. It usually relates to a specific idea or point that the writer has made.

When paraphrasing, use your own words as far as possible. A paraphrase is not always shorter

than the original; it may be the same length. It is important to give credit to the writer and not

to change, include or deviate from the original idea or information.

Paraphrasing means that you are re-telling what the original author said, in your own words

(like telling a third person what another person said without changing the original message).

The following section will teach you how to paraphrase and provide you with five steps for

effective paraphrasing.

What is paraphrasing?
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How to paraphrase

 Read the text you want to paraphrase carefully. You can reread it several times if
necessary.

 While you read a text, make summarised or abbreviated notes.

 When you feel you understand it clearly and that you are able to put it into your
own words, then you are ready to paraphrase it.

 Now, close the original text and your notes and rewrite it in your own words.

 You may refer to the text again to make sure that you have captured the
information correctly.

 Another tip is to first change the structure of the text and then to change the
words.

 Depending on your focus, find the most important thought/idea/statement in the
passage you have read and start your paraphrase with this
idea/thought/statement.

 Break up long sentences, combine short ones, expand or explain phrases for
clarity, or shorten them for conciseness.

 Then use synonyms or your own words that convey the same meaning as the
original.

 Refer to the original text to make sure that you have captured the information
correctly.

READ

TAKE NOTES AND PUT THE TEXT ASIDE

REWRITE INTO YOUR OWNWORDS
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Five steps to effective paraphrasing

Understand the reading as 

a whole

First understand the passage you have read as a whole, even if you do

not understand all the words. You can look them up later. Do not start

writing down specific ideas or phrases yet.

Be selective Choose only the information you need to make the point you want to

make in your assignment or paper. You do not need to paraphrase

the entire passage or text.

Relay the information in 

your own words

If you struggle to put the information into your own words, try telling

the information to someone who does not know your subject, for

example, a family member or a friend. This will help you to explain

your ideas clearly.

Check your paraphrased 

version

After you have written the information down, check your paraphrased

version to make sure it reflects the original text accurately and

completely.

Do not commit Plagiarism Record your sources so that you can reference them easily. Even if

you have rewritten the information in your own words, you still have

to acknowledge the source from where the idea came from.

1

2

3

5

4
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Summarising

Summarising a text involves reducing or condensing another writer’s ideas into a shorter form.

A summary outlines key information and is usually shorter than the original text and does not

give all the details or explanations like in a paraphrase.

To summarise successfully, you first need to identify the point you want to make from your

source and write it in your own words. It may be necessary to read it more than once to ensure

that you understand the meaning and the content. However, you must still acknowledge the

writer and you should not include any other ideas that are not in the original.

There are different ways of summarising:

 summarise all of the text

 give a global summary, and

 summarise only part of the text (selective summary).
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How to summarise

 List the main ideas of each paragraph in the text.

 Underline or highlight the main idea and the statements that include the most

important information.

 Write notes based on your underlined or highlighted ideas.

 Put the reading aside.

 Combine any ideas that can go into one sentence.

 Number the ideas in logical order.

 Write your summary in one paragraph using your own words.

 Review and edit your summary.

Read Take Notes Write Review
16



What is a direct quotation?

A direct quotation is a report of the author’s exact words and is taken directly from the text and

placed in quotation marks to indicate that the thought or ideas belong to someone else. Direct

quotations should be used selectively and sparingly in academic writing. The extensive use of

quotations from sources should be avoided. Your lecturer is interested in reading your

interpretation of the sources. Quotations are thus simply used for added support of your

argument. It should never take the place of your own analysis and interpretation.

When should you use a direct quotation?

 when you give a definition or part of a definition

 state a theory, law, regulation, principle etc.

 when you want to use a specific term or expression created by an author, and

 quote a particular effective, powerful, or controversial statement.
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How to insert a direct quotation into your writing

A direct quotation cannot be included as a full sentence or stand alone paragraph or section of your writing. A direct

quotation has to be introduced and integrated into your writing.

There are two ways of doing this:

As the grammatical 

continuation of your 

sentence

As reported in the Mail and Guardian, research by the South African

Depression and Anxiety Group reveals that “60% of youth with a

mental disorder do not get the treatment they need” (Green 2013:45).

Using “as follows”, 

“following”, “states”, or any 

other reporting verb 

followed by comma or 

colon

Green (2013:45) states, “60% of youth with a mental disorder do not

get the treatment they need”. This figure is based on research by the

South African Depression and Anxiety Group.

1

2
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As a rule, you should always use the exact text from a source when providing a quote. However, it is sometimes

necessary to alter small sections of a quote by either leaving parts out or inserting words to improve the clarity of the

text.

Take note: This rule is only admissible provided it does not change the meaning of the text!

When leaving parts of the text out you should indicate this by using an ellipsis (…).

For example, if the direct quotation is:

Ross (1999:136) explains that “in addition to these individual banishments, and overshadowing all other nefarious 

effects of apartheid, was the forced removal of about three and a half million people”.

And you then decide to leave the middle part of this quotation out, you could do it in this way:

Ross (1999:136) explains that “in addition to these individual banishments […] was the forced removal of about three 

and a half million people”.

When inserting text into the quotation, the inserted text should be placed in square brackets / parentheses […].

For example:

Ross (1999:136) explains that “in addition to these individual banishments [including that of Chief Albert Luthuli] […] 

was the forced removal of about three and a half million people”.
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Five Tips for Better Academic Writing

Keep sentences short and 

straightforward

By keeping your sentences simple, you will lessen the chances

of errors of grammar and punctuation

Take care with spelling and 

grammar

If you are not sure how to spell a word, check in a dictionary or

use your smart phone to look up the word on the internet.

Only include one main idea 

per paragraph

Only including one main idea per paragraph will make your

work easier to read and understand.

Proofread your work Use the spell and grammar checkers in your word processing

software and ask a friend or relative to read your work. There

should be NO EXCUSE for poor language usage.

Do not commit Plagiarism Make sure that you properly cite and reference any ideas that

you have taken from others, whether quoted directly,

paraphrased or summarised.

1

2

3

5

4
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Common writing errors and how to fix them
Your lecturers may use the following marking symbols when assessing your work. Refer to the table below to identify

the types of errors you made and how you can address these mistakes.

Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Capitalisation

Wrong:

Spu is located in kimberley, the capital city of the northern cape province of south africa.

Correct:

SPU is located in Kimberley, the capital city of the Northern Cape province of South Africa.

You should always capitalise proper nouns. The names of people, cities, towns, countries,
organisations, companies, political parties, time periods and events should be capitalised.

Content Errors

Content Errors refer to mistakes in your interpretation of the course content or getting the facts

wrong. Reread the material that you used in support of argument or make an appointment with

your lecturer if the error remains unclear.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Double Subject

Double Subject errors occur when a pronoun (he, she, it, they, them) is inserted directly after
the subject of a sentence.

Wrong: My lecturer he talks too fast.

Correct: My lecturer talks too fast

Wrong: The museums we visited they were very interesting.

Correct: The museums we visited were very interesting.

Fragmented 

Sentences

Fragmented sentences are incomplete sentences that do not usually have a subject and/or 
verb. It could also be a phrase which has become disconnected from the main clause of a 
sentence.

Make sure that each sentence has both a subject and a verb and is a complete thought that 
can stand on its own and still make sense.

Wrong: Poems of deep thoughts and emotion. That is what Emily Dickenson wrote.

Correct: Emily Dickenson wrote poems of deep thoughts and emotion.

Wrong: His lecturer gave him no marks. Because he plagiarised from the internet.

Correct: His lecturer gave him no marks because he plagiarised from the internet.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Missing Information

Missing Information refers to important material that you have left out of your work. It can
either relate to gaps in your content and thus analysis or information that has been left out in
your references.

Check with your lecturers if you are not sure why they stated that you have missing
information in your work.

Missing Word

Missing word errors are interesting errors from the perspective that we do not always realise
that we have forgotten to insert a particular word into a sentence. When we read our own
work, our brains actually read over the missing word and insert it into our thinking even
though it does not appear on the actual page.

To fix a missing word, simply insert the word into your sentence. Try to pick up on this error by
reading your work from bottom to top and not top to bottom.

New Sentence

To address this issue, refer to the sections on fragments and run-on sentences.

New Paragraph

Every paragraph should contain only one main idea or issue. Be alert to digressions or details 

that belong either in a different paragraph or need a paragraph of their own.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Punctuation

Punctuation marks show how words and phrases are related, separated and emphasised in
sentences. Their main function is to help the reader understand the construction of a
sentence.

Full stop ( . )

 The main function of a full stop is to show where a sentence ends.

 Do not use full stops in Essay Titles or Subheadings.

Comma ( , )

 Commas act as separators between sentences and should be used sparingly: rather split a
long sentence into two sentences than use too many commas.

 Remember that comma placement is very important, as it influences the meaning of a
sentence.

For example:

Wrong: A panda eats, shoots, and leaves.

Correct: A panda eats shoots and leaves.

Colon ( : )

 Use a colon to introduce direct speech, a quote, and a list.

 Use a colon to separate phrases in an essay title or heading.
24



Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Punctuation

Semicolon ( ; )

 Only use a semicolon when you are sure the statements you want to separate can stand
alone as separate sentences.

 Or when there is a close relation between the two topics or ideas in the statement.

Brackets (…) / […]

 Brackets can be used to insert text to clarify the meaning of a concept in a sentence.

For example:

South Africa’s three capital cities (Pretoria, Bloemfontein and Cape Town) serve specific
functions.

 It is also used to indicate an abbreviation that you will use in your text. Remember to spell
out the word or phrase the first time you use it in your work.

For example:

The South African National Native Congress (SANNC) was founded in 1912.

 Square brackets can be used to insert text into a quotation.

Exclamation mark ( ! )

 An exclamation mark is rarely used in academic writing and should be used sparingly – if at
all.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Punctuation

Apostrophe ( ’ )

 An apostrophe is used to show possession

For example:

The university’s policy on plagiarism can be found in this guide.

The student's idea was accepted. (Singular)

The students’ idea was accepted. (Plural)

It is also used in the contraction of words. Do not make use of contractions in academic
writing. (Thus: do not AND NOT don’t)

Question mark (?)

 A question mark is used after a direct question and may also be used as a bracketed
question mark to draw attention to a possible doubtful claim or something that does not
make sense.

For example:

The printers at SPU are cutting edge (?) technology.

? . ; “ !
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Parallel Structure

Parallel Structure means using the same patterns of words to show that two or more ideas
have the same level of importance. You should thus keep a consistent structure and not jump
between tenses and word forms.

Consider the following:

Wrong:

Bongani wrote his assignment quickly, accurately and in a detailed manner.

Correct:

Bongani wrote his assignment quickly, accurately and thoroughly.

Wrong:

The lecturer told the students that they should get books from the library, to read the books
and write a report.

Correct:

The lecturer told the student to get books from the library, to read the books and to write a
report.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Redundant

Redundant writing refers to inserting unnecessary words and phrases into your sentence that
tend to clutter up your writing. You should always aim to write clear and concise sentences.

Consider the following examples:

Wrong:

The past history of Namibia is well worth studying.

By definition history implies the past and therefore ‘past’ can be left out of this sentence.

Correct: The history of Namibia is well worth studying.

Wrong:

I personally believe that freedom of speech is important.

All beliefs you hold are personal and thus you do not have to restate it.

Correct: I believe that freedom of speech is important.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Run-on Sentence

This is a very long sentence which usually contains two or more complete sentences. It could
have been split into two or more separate sentences or could have been divided by using
correct punctuation. Note that simply inserting a comma between two sentences does not
necessarily correct the error. Aim to write short and concise sentences.

Check to see if you cannot split the sentence by getting rid of a conjunction (and, for, nor, but,
or, yet, so).

Wrong:

My favourite subject at SPU is history and I think that everyone should enrol for a history
course for it will improve their understanding of current day politics.

Correct:

My favourite subject at SPU is history. I think that everyone should enrol for a history course. It
will improve their understanding of current day politics.

Better:

History is my favourite subject at SPU. As it will improve your understanding of current day
politics, I think that everyone should enrol for a history course.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Spelling

 Look up the correct spelling of the word in a dictionary.

 Use your Spell-Check on your Computer.

 Ask someone to check your spelling.

Subject verb agreement 

The subject of the sentence is the actor/idea of a sentence. The verb is the action or state of
being of the subject. Subjects and verbs need to agree with one another depending on whether
the subject is singular or plural.

Consider the following example:

Wrong: The students in the back row of the class was not paying attention.

Correct: The students in the back row of the class were not paying attention.

Thesis Statement

This is the most important part of your introduction. It contains your central argument. It should
thus clearly state what the essay will be about BUT also reveals your own position to the reader.

Topic Sentence

In most cases a topic sentence is the first sentence of your paragraph. The topic sentence
informs the reader what the paragraph will be about. Thus, from a good topic sentence the
reader should be able to predict the content of a paragraph.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Verb

A verb error occurs when you use the wrong form of the verb or jump between using different
tenses in the same sentence or paragraph.

First determine if you used the wrong from of the verb or whether you jumped between
tenses:

Wrong: Hamlet hesitated when the ghost tells him to kill his uncle.

Correct: Hamlet hesitated when the ghost told him to kill his uncle.

Word Choice

Word Choice errors refer to making use of words that are inappropriate for academic writing
in your work. Your aim is to always use formal language, without sounding long-winded or
pompous. It is important for you to give more attention to your vocabulary usage.

 Make use of a thesaurus to find synonyms and antonyms that better illustrate what you are
trying to impart to the reader.

 Make sure that you understand the meaning of a word before you use it in a sentence.

 Reading more will help you in expanding vocabulary.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Word Form

A word form error occurs when you use the wrong part of speech. One word can have several
forms depending on whether it is used as a noun, verb, adjective or adverb in a sentence.

 Look up the correct form of the word in a dictionary.

Wrong: When he was granted a scholarship to study at SPU, he was happiness.

Correct: When he was granted a scholarship at SPU, he was happy.

 Do not make use of contractions in academic writing.

Wrong: It’s rumoured that they’re facing suspension for academic writing misconduct.

Correct: It is rumoured that they are facing suspension for academic writing misconduct.

Wrong Word

Look up the word in a dictionary.

Wrong: Their many reasons why students fail to complete there studies.

Correct: There are many reasons why students fail to complete their studies.
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Marking Symbol How to fix the error

Word Order

Word Order errors occur when the sequence in which you have placed your words in a
sentence is wrong.

 The main verb should come before place.

Wrong: I was in Kimberley studying at SPU.

Correct: I was studying at SPU in Kimberley.

 The main verb should come before expression of time.

Wrong: He last week wrote a test.

Correct: He wrote a test last week.

 The object should come before the adverb of manner.

Wrong: Dan rides carefully his bike.

Correct: Dan rides his bike carefully.

 The adverb of frequency should come before the main verb.

Wrong: He reads often books.

Correct: He often reads books.

 The Adverb of frequency should come after the form of the verb to be (am, is, are, was, were).

Wrong: He always is late.

Correct: He is always late.
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Completing a Research Assignment

This section will guide you through the various steps that you have to follow

to successfully complete a research assignment. Many of the skills that you

will learn in this section will be transferable to the successful completion of

shorter writing tasks and assessments and will also equip you with the

necessary skills to analyse and answer questions for your semester tests

and exams confidently. You will learn the following:

 how to understand a question

 how to gather information to answer a question

 how to plan and create an outline

 how to write a research essay, and

 how to edit and fix any writing errors in your work.

SECTION B
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Understanding the question

The first step in completing a research assignment is to understand the question.

Understanding the question involves careful reading and analysis. Depending on how the

question is phrased, it will allude to either general or specific aspects of a particular topic that

must be included in your answer. Must you “discuss” an issue? Must you “evaluate” or “compare

and contrast” a topic? Must you “analyse” or “explain” a certain aspect? You need to carefully

consider what the instruction word is in the question and what this word is asking of you.

This step is important because it will aid you in the development of an argument. You will note

that most of the tasks and research assignments your lecturers set will be approached in the

form of a problem statement to which you need to respond. It is thus essential to understand

the action you are required to take to successfully complete the task.
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A list of typical instruction words for research, test and exam questions

Analyse Identify the various distinguishing elements or parts of the topic in order to explain and understand it.

Compare/Contrast Examine the similarities and differences between two or more matters as to determine why they correspond or differ
from one another.

Criticise Make judgments. Evaluate comparative worth by making an analysis.

Define Give an exact or precise meaning.

Describe Give detailed information that develops a generic topic.

Discuss The content has to be explained in order to present a logical argument supported with concrete evidence.

Evaluate Assess a particular notion or idea in terms of its value or importance based on certain information or evidence.

Explain Give reasons or make sense of something by providing reasons for it having occurred. Demonstrate a full
understanding of an event or development, with an explanation and reasons.

Illustrate Give concrete examples and explain clearly by using comparisons or examples.

Outline Give a general summary of the main ideas and avoid giving unnecessary information or excessive detail or
explanation.

Relate Show connections between ideas.

State Give the main points and avoid unimportant details.

Summarise This instruction word is similar to ‘Outline’.

Prove Give evidence in support of a statement by providing acceptable reasons or appropriate facts.

Motivate Give reasons and evidence to support a specific opinion or interpretation.
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Gathering information and evaluating sources

Once you understand what the question asks of you, the next step is to gather information.

Think about the type of evidence you need to answer the question and to support your

argument. A good place to start gathering information for your research assignment is to revisit

lecture and tutorial notes as well as your study guide. Your lecturers will usually provide you

with a list of required reading for your course and may have made some of these texts

available to you on Moodle or in a course reader. You cannot, however, rely on these sources

alone as it will be expected of you to make use of a range of other academic sources. Thus,

knowing how to quickly and efficiently obtain information is an important skill to develop. You

need to learn how to use library databases and catalogues as quickly as possible.
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Tips for doing your research

Visit the library The library should be your first stop in obtaining information for your

assignment. If you are unsure of the type of sources available or do

not know where to start in gathering sources from the library, ask one

of the librarians. They will be more than happy and willing to assist

you.

Use only authoritative 

sources

Information used in university assignments must be from reputable

authors and publishers. Avoid websites such as Wikipedia, where

authors are unknown and the information can be unreliable or wrong.

Only make use of sources that have been submitted for peer review. If

you are unsure of whether a source is reliable or not, ask your lecturer

or librarian before you use it.

Choose journal articles over 

textbooks

Textbooks and encyclopaedias should not be used at tertiary level as

sources of information. Rather identify up-to-date journal articles and

use the bibliography to find further sources on your topic.

1

3

2
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Know the major journals in 

your subject

Every subject has prominent journals in which researchers publish

their research. Ask your lecturers or librarians to provide you with a

list of important journals for your various subjects.

Identify key authors and 

researchers in your subject

Certain authors and researchers will repeatedly crop up in your

readings and lectures. Again, ask your lecturers to identify these

individuals, so that you can check whether their work is available in

the library or online.

Know how much is enough Assignment instructions sometimes mention how many sources must

be consulted for an assignment, but if you are not sure ask your

lecturer. Do not be tempted to look for more information than is

expected as you can become submerged in an avalanche of

information which can make dealing with the assignment topic

extremely difficult.

4

6

5
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WARNING: Non-Academic Sources

You need to carefully evaluate every source that you use for your

research assignment. The most important criteria of an academic

source is that it contains research, which has been subjected to

peer review. This means that the source has been written or compiled

by an expert in a particular field and that other experts in the field had

reviewed the research before it was published.

This is the reason why you cannot merely do a search on the internet

and use information from any website in your assignment. This is also

why your lecturers will not let you use Wikipedia as a source for your

assignments or assessments.

Because the information on Wikipedia is not necessarily written by

experts in a particular field and everybody can access and edit the

content and the information is not subjected to a process of stringent

peer review, it is not considered an academic source. This also holds

true for information on many other websites.
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How to evaluate website content

Audience  Who is the website’s intended audience? Academics? The general public? School
children?

 Does it appropriately address the target audience?
 Is it relevant for your assignment or research?

Authority  Is the author identified? If the author has chosen to remain anonymous, ask yourself
'why?'

 Is the author a person you recognise as an expert in their field?
 If not, is there enough information provided to establish the author’s credibility?
 Are they qualified to write about the subject?
 Can you find references to the author elsewhere?
 Is the author affiliated to an academic institution or credible organisation?

If the information is part of a journal or other online publication, you should try to establish
the authority of that publication:

 Is the name of the publication obvious?
 Are contact details and ‘about’ information provided?
 Do you recognise the name of the publisher?
 Does it look like a professional publication?
 Is there associated branding?
 Is the publication referenced elsewhere?

Consider the following criteria before using information from the internet for you research:
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Accuracy  Are there any spelling errors?
 Is the text well-written and grammatically correct?
 Has the content been through an editing process or been peer reviewed?
 Has the author included a bibliography/reference list?
 Are the sources cited reliable and can they be verified elsewhere?
 Are research methodologies adequately explained?

Objectivity  Does the author present objective arguments or make it clear when he is expressing
biased opinions?

 Are other points of view explored?
 Is it a personal website? Does it express personal opinions?
 Is the website part of a commercial organisation, a political party or an organisation with

a specific agenda? If yes, question the motives for publishing the information.
 Does the website promote a biased viewpoint?

Currency  Can you tell when the information was published?
 Is the information up to date?
 How frequently is the website updated?
 Are the links up to date and working?
 A good website will show when it was ‘last updated’ or give a clear indication of the

timeliness of the information. Working links indicate the website is being maintained
and updated regularly.

Source: https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/library-museum-gallery/finding-resources/library-databases/databases-overview/evaluating-websites
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Planning and creating an outline

Once you have gathered the sources you will use in answering the research question, you are

ready to start planning your paper and creating an outline. Creating an outline is an essential

step in producing good writing. It will help you determine the broad structure of your essay.

One way of creating an outline is to brainstorm what you know about the topic after you

completed your research.

A mind map is a diagram that displays your information visually. There are numerous ways in

which you can create a mind map. You can draw one using pen or paper or create one on your

computer by using the available software.

Make use of colour, numbers and connecting lines to link information and determine the

structure of your essay.

Write out main headings and main points and determine the word limit for each section or

paragraph in your essay.
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Example of a basic mind map

Five Paragraph 

Essay

Introduce 

Topic

First Idea Second Idea Third Idea

Conclusion

Paragraph Three
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To recap

First break down the various parts of
your essay or assignment question.
Refer to the Instruction Word List to
understand what the action word
means (for example: discuss, argue,
evaluate, describe) and then identify
what it is you should write about.

Brainstorm and Mind Map everything that
you already know about the topic.
Remember that it is important to activate
any background knowledge that you have of
a particular subject. Thus if you have read up
on the subject or your lecturers have
discussed the work in class, see how much
you can remember and then identify what
your instinctive response to the essay
question is. On your Mind Map also write
down some research questions to help you
identify areas on which you can do more
reading.

When you start doing your research by getting
reading material from the library, your lecturers
and the internet, make sure that you keep track of
where you obtained your information from. As
you read start taking notes and engage with what
you read by asking questions and forming a point
of view. Do not make excessive amounts of notes.
You should only write down what you feel might
be useful to use in arguing your point of view in
your essay.

Now start pooling the notes from the
different sources you had used. One
way to do this is to take notes on
small cards or sticky notes. Identify
common themes and start putting
these cards or notes together. As
you start organising your notes, ask
yourself: which points are closely
related? Which are counter-
arguments? Which follow on from
another? Begin grouping your ideas
and identify your main argument
based on the evidence you have
gathered.

After you have grouped your notes in a
logical order, start writing summaries of each
note and start linking the notes with one
another. It is important to now be aware of
the progression of your argument and the
unfolding of your line of reasoning. Ask
yourself: how does this point link with the
previous and the one that follows? How will
this paragraph support my overall argument?
Once you have figured out how all of this fits
together you can start working on your first
draft of your essay or assignment.
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Writing your research essay

Now that you have created an outline of your research assignment it is time to start writing.

You will communicate your findings to your lecturer in the form of an essay.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines an essay as “a piece of writing on a particular subject”.

Remember that essays can vary in length but will always conform to the same structure. This

section of this guide will provide you with the necessary information to write better essays.

Essays play a pivotal role in helping you to build knowledge. After you have completed an essay,

it will help you to gain a deeper level of understanding about a certain topic. The process of

filtering and sifting through information and interpreting and analysing information also

develops your research skills and promotes critical thinking. These are important skills that you

will need in order to successfully complete your studies, but it is also important to gain these

skills for your life beyond university. These skills can be listed on your curriculum vitae and will

help you gain employment after you have graduated.
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What are the features of a good essay?

 It correctly interprets the essay question or topic and answers the question fully.

 It has a well-thought-out argument and clear line of reasoning, rather than just reproducing

information from source material.

 It relies on evidence gathered from thorough research and treats the topic in sufficient depth.

 It demonstrates understanding of key principles, theories, and concepts, and builds these into

the discussion.

 It maintains focus and does not include irrelevant material to the question asked.

 It is cohesive and follows a logical structure.

 It is well written and expresses ideas clearly and avoids errors in spelling, grammar, and

vocabulary.

 It always contains references and a bibliography/reference list unless your lecturer has told you

explicitly not to include any or you are writing an essay for a test and exam and do not have

access to any material to aid you in your argument.

 It always keeps to the word limit.

 It demonstrates interest in and enthusiasm for the topic.
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The structure of your research essay

An essay usually comprises of five major components:

1. A descriptive title.

2. An introductory section in which the topic is introduced and an outline of what you want to
discuss is set out.

3. A main body consisting of paragraphs in which the theme or topic of the essay is
developed methodically. The main body of your essay can consist of various sections,
depending on the length of your essay, BUT is always written in paragraph structure, where
each paragraph should focus on one central issue or idea. Sections can either be given
sub-headings or not. In short essays, you do not usually include section headings. If you
are not sure whether you should include section headings in your essay, ask your lecturer
what they would prefer. Bullet points are not to be used in a research essay.

4. A concluding section in which you summarise your findings and thus come to a conclusion.

5. A reference list/bibliography listing the sources you consulted to write your essay.
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How to construct an essay title

Giving your essay an appropriate title is extremely important as it contributes to the argument
that you develop in your essay. It will usually be the first part of your essay your lecturer reads
and gives an indication as to whether you understood the question asked. A good title
captures the readers’ attention and gives them an idea of what to expect in the essay. Do not
add a full stop to the end of your title or sub-heading.

Although there are many ways to construct a title, a popular way to write a title for an academic
paper is to construct it out of two parts. The first part acts as a hook, catch phrase, or a
quotation and the second part consists of an informative phrase that includes details about
the content and organisation of your essay.

Consider the following examples:

Electronic interventions for depression in adolescents: hot idea or hot air?

A new star rising: biology and mortuary behaviour of Homo naledi

Decolonising the University in South Africa: A Precondition for Justice

“The World the Horses Made”: A South African Case Study of Writing Animals in Social History
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Take note that you do not have to structure an essay title out of two parts, as long as your title
remains descriptive and provides an overview of what your essay is about. A single phrase title
is acceptable.

Consider the following examples:

Decolonizing Knowledge and the Question of the Archive

Paternalism and Violence on the Maize Farms of the South Western Transvaal, 1900–1950

Impacts of new universities on hosting cities and the implications for Kimberley, Northern Cape, South Africa

Socio-economic inequality and HIV in South Africa
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How to write an introduction

An introduction leads the reader into a discussion and sets the scene of what will follow in the
main body of the assignment. Your introduction should be concise and to the point. An
introduction is usually one paragraph, but if it is a very long piece of writing it can comprise of
two or three paragraphs.

A well-written introduction usually consists of the following parts:

A hook This is usually a provocative statement or a quotation used to draw the reader’s

attention in reading the essay.

Background information This part provides a brief context and sets the scene. It can also state what the essay will

be about.

Thesis statement This is the most important part of your introduction. It contains your central argument. It

should thus clearly state what the essay will be about BUT also reveals your own position

to the reader.

Road Map Your Road Map shows how your essay will develop in scope and focus. Your Road Map

will link up with the various sections or paragraphs of your essay. Consequently, if the

reader reads the topic sentence of your paragraph it should relate back to the Road Map

in the introduction. 51



How to write an effective hook
A hook is the first one or two sentences of your essay and serves to grab the reader’s
attention. You must ensure that your hook relates to the topic of your essay.

There are several ways in which you can write a hook:

Start with a quote Nelson Mandela once said, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to

change the world”.

Provide information on a 
recent event relating to 
your essay topic

Slavery is not a relic of the past. A 2018 United Nations report states that African migrants

and refugees face “unimaginable horrors” in Libya where they are captured and forced into a

life of slavery.

Start with a personal 
story or anecdote

On my daily commute in Kimberley, I am confronted with the harsh reality of the failures of

the social welfare services. Children who are supposed to be in school have turned to a life

of begging at major traffic intersections. Has society failed another generation of

disadvantage children?

Give surprising
information

Americans make up five percent of the world’s population, but use 26 percent of the world’s

energy.

Provide statistics The United Nations Organisations estimated that 40 million people were victims of modern

slavery in 2016. Approximately 25 million people were in forced labour and another 15

million people in forced marriages.52



How to write background information

Background information provides the reader with the broader context in which your essay
should be considered. It serves as a bridge that links the reader with the thesis (main focus) of
your essay. It usually describes the history and nature of a research question and make
reference to existing literature.

Background information is not intended to be the main focus of your essay.

It will inform your reader that you understand the question and that you can locate the topic in
a broader essential context which is needed for you to understand the research question and
its significance.

Thus, in this section of your introduction, provide your reader with any essential information
they might need to understand the main idea:

 provide context (who, when, where, what)

 provide a brief history

 state the importance of a topic, and

 provide information on the key literature in the field.
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How to write a thesis statement

Once you have determined your position on the essay question, you can start to construct your

thesis statement. Remember that you will only be able to construct your thesis statement after you

have done research on your particular topic. The thesis statement has two main aims:

1. It informs the reader what to expect from the rest of the essay.

2. It makes a claim that others might dispute. It therefore reveals your position on the topic.

A good way to construct a thesis statement is to first write down the topic of your essay as given to

you by your lecturer. Then proceed to turn this topic into a question. Then to construct your thesis

statement, simply answer this question and make sure that it reveals both the theme of your

discussion and your viewpoint on it.
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Consider the following example in writing a thesis statement

 Your lecturer provides you with the following research assignment to complete:

“Slavery practiced in the Cape Colony during the Dutch colonial period was more humane and mild in nature than the system of

slavery practised elsewhere”. Discuss.

 Write down what the topic of the research assignment is:

This essay will determine whether slavery as practiced in the Cape Colony was more humane and mild in nature that the system of

slavery practiced elsewhere.

 Now turn this topic into a question:

Was the system of slavery practised in the Cape Colony more humane and mild in nature than the system of slavery elsewhere?

 Proceed to answer the question:

No, I do not agree that slavery at the Cape Colony was more humane than slavery elsewhere. Regardless of how slaves were

treated, slavery remained an oppressive system that demeaned the lives of those caught in its clutches.

 Now turn this answer into a thesis statement and make sure that it informs the reader what the essay will be about AND that it also
reveals your position on the matter:

Although some historians have claimed that slaves at the Cape were treated more humanely compared to slaves in other parts of the

world, this essay will argue that slavery at the Cape was a brutal system that dehumanised the people trapped in its clutches.
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How to write a Road Map
The Road Map builds on the Thesis Statement and provides the reader with exact detail of what to
expect in the essay. In essence, the Road Map is thus a quick summary of the supporting evidence
that you will use to defend your argument. A good rule to follow here is to make sure that the main
themes or topics you will discuss in the various sections of your essay reflect in your Road Map.

Building on the previous example we produced for a thesis statement, let us construct a Road Map.

After you have completed your research, you have made the decision to support your argument by focusing
on the following three ideas:

1. legal status and lack of rights

2. the control of slaves, and

3. working and living conditions.

Now write a sentence that will reflect the fact that these are the three issues that you will 
elaborate on to support your argument. For example:

Firstly, slaves were regarded as the property of their masters and had little if indeed any legal rights; secondly,

slaves were subject to stringent control by means of violence and paternalism; and finally, many slaves

suffered horrible working and living conditions with limited access to education and little to no hope of

manumission.56



An example of a well-written introduction

Write an introduction to the following essay question:

“Slavery practiced in the Cape Colony during the Dutch colonial period was more humane and mild in nature than the system of

slavery practised elsewhere”. Discuss.

William Wilberforce, a member of the British Parliament, in 1759 described slavery as “the

greatest and most complicated evil by which the human race has ever been afflicted” (Edwards

1942:43). It is estimated that between 1652 and 1808 approximately 63 000 slaves were

imported to the Cape Colony. The importation of slaves was the result of a deliberate policy by

the Dutch East Indian Company (VOC) to address labour shortages at the Cape. The VOC

imported slaves from a variety of places including, Mozambique, Madagascar, India and the

Indonesian islands. Although some historians have claimed that slaves at the Cape were

treated more humanely compared to slaves in other parts of the world, this essay will argue

that slavery at the Cape was a brutal system that dehumanised the people trapped in its

clutches. This essay will discuss slave life at the Cape Colony. Firstly, slaves were regarded as

the property of their masters and had little if indeed any legal rights; secondly, slaves were

subject to stringent control by means of violence and paternalism; and finally, many slaves

suffered horrible working and living conditions with limited access to education and little to no

hope of manumission.
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How to write a paragraph
Academic paragraphs form the main body of your essay assignment.

They may also be the structure for shorter answer questions where you are expected to answer a
question in a paragraph, for example in an assessment or for a test.

Keep paragraphs short and focused. A paragraph should not exceed more than ¾ of a page. Also
remember that a paragraph is one unit of writing. Do not divide it into several fragments. When
writing a paragraph, it is important to use the following structure:

Topic Sentence

Supporting Sentence One

Supporting Sentence Two

Supporting Sentence Tree

Supporting Sentence etc.

Concluding Sentence or Linking Sentence
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How to write a topic sentence

In most cases a topic sentence is the first sentence of your paragraph. The topic sentence
informs the reader what the paragraph will be about. Thus, from a good topic sentence the
reader should be able to predict the content of a paragraph.

If you are writing a paragraph in response to specific question, you can rephrase the wording of
the question into a statement to form a topic sentence.

If you are writing an essay assignment, the topic sentence should link up with your road map in
your introduction. It can also connect or follow on from the last sentence in your previous
paragraph.

It is important that your topic sentence contains your point of view and is your idea. Thus you
cannot use a quotation or paraphrase from a source for your topic sentence.

The following is an example of a topic sentence that links up with the road map in the previously 
presented introduction. It will focus on the legal rights of slaves.

Dutch law, as practised in the Cape Colony, regarded slaves as the property of their owners who had

considerable power over them and although theoretically slaves had some protection under the law, they

had few civil rights.
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How to write supporting sentences

Supporting sentences expand on the topic sentence. These sentences are used to argue your
point or to add more information in order to explain the topic sentence. The material in your
supporting sentence should be used in a systematic way. You should therefore give attention to
the order of importance, chronological order, or order of space.

Remember that supporting sentences in academic writing are usually based on the research
material that you consulted to complete your assignment and thus should contain references. It
should still be written in your own words, unless you make use of a direct quotation from the
source.

It is important to make sure that the detail you include in your supporting sentences are relevant to
the main idea of your paragraph as encased in your topic sentence.

Refer back to the section on paraphrasing and summarising to help you formulate your supporting
sentences in your own words.

It is also important that there is a flow between one supporting sentence to the next in your
paragraph. You achieve this by making use of transitional devices.
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Transitions: connecting and linking words

Transitions are words that connect ideas within one sentence or between two sentences. They
act as bridges between parts of your paper. Here is a list of some of the most common
transitional devices used in academic writing.

To Add and, again, and then, besides, equally important, finally, further, furthermore, nor, too, next, last, what is more,
moreover, in addition, first, (second, etc.)

To Compare Whereas, but, yet, on the other hand, however, nevertheless, on the contrary, by comparison, where, compared to,
up against, balanced against, although, conversely, meanwhile, after all, in contrast, by contrast

To Prove Because, since, for, for the same reason, obviously, evidently, furthermore moreover, besides, indeed, on fact, in
addition, in any case that is.

To Show Time Immediately, thereafter, soon, after a few hours, finally, then, later, previously, formerly, first, (second, etc.)

To Repeat In brief, as I have said before, as I have noted, as had been noted

To Emphasise Definitely, extremely, obviously, in fact, indeed, in any case, absolutely, positively, naturally, surprisingly, always, forever,
perennially eternally, empathetically, unquestionably, without a doubt, certainly, undeniably, without reservation

To Show Sequence Assess a particular notion or idea in terms of its value or importance based on certain information or evidence.

To Give an Example For example, for instance, in this case, in another case, on this occasion, in this situation take the case of, to
demonstrate, to illustrate

To Conclude or 
Summarise

In brief, on the whole, summing up, to conclude, in conclusion, as I have shown, hence, therefore, accordingly, thus,
as a result, consequently, on the whole, in summation, finally

To Show Identity In other words, namely, that is, in that, for example, for instance, specifically

To Show 
Opposition

But, however, while, instead, nevertheless, on the other hand, in contrast

To Show Cause and 
Effect

As a result, because, for, so, as a consequence, therefore
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An example of a well-written paragraph

Dutch law, as practised in the Cape Colony, regarded slaves as the property of their owners

who had considerable power over them and although theoretically slaves had some protection

under the law, they had few civil rights. Dooling (2007:42-46) explains that slaves were

economic commodities or objects for sale and valuation. Census rolls and wills listed slaves as

“stock” and property. Their monetary value was determined by factors such as their potential as

labourers, their age, gender and state of health and their geographical origins and skill levels.

Although some slave owners looked after their slaves because they were expensive, this also

meant that slave owners worked their slaves hard to extract the maximum profit and recover

their investment. Nevertheless, slaves did have some legal rights. Firstly, the law could charge a

master who beat a slave to death with murder. However, the courts seldom convicted masters

on this charge, as the owners would argue that the slave deserved the beating, which the court

would accept as an extenuating circumstance. Secondly, slaves could give evidence in court

against their owners. Yet in reality, it was difficult for slaves to access the courts and magistrates

often dismissed many such cases because of technicalities. Thus while slaves had some

protection under the law, few had the knowledge, opportunity or courage to take their masters

to court (Ross 1983:50-65).
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How to write a conclusion

Your conclusion represents your final thoughts on the topic you wrote about. As with an
introduction, there are many ways in which to write a conclusion. It is important that you
understand a conclusion is not just a mere summary of what you had just written. The
conclusion should make it clear to the reader what the overall argument of your essay was. It
implies that you have reached a decision on the viewpoint you expressed in your introduction.
Therefore, there should be a clear link between your introduction and your conclusion.

A well-written conclusion usually consists of the following parts:

A brief recap and synthesis of the 
main issues

In this part of your conclusion, you briefly explain your main findings to reader.

Summary of the main 
argument/thesis statement

In this part of your conclusion you will restate the thesis statement you wrote in
your introduction. But you should rephrase your thesis statement so that it
does not read the same as it did in your introduction.

A move from the specific to the 
general

Sometimes a conclusion can leave room for further development on a topic. It
can identify gaps in the argument for further research or it can end with a
relevant quote which will make the reader linger and think about the essay you
have written within a wider context.
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General tips for writing a conclusion

 Never refer to new material or evidence that you have not discussed in

your essay.

 Do not only write a summary.

 Focus on all the main points you highlighted in your essay.

 It is not always necessary to end with formulaic phrases such as “In

conclusion”, “To conclude”, “In summation” etc. A well-written conclusion

will impart on the reader without these markers that the end of the

essay has been reached.

 If you struggle to write a conclusion, think of what the most important

idea is that you want your reader to take away from your essay. Ask

yourself the question: “So what?” and then explain why, what you have

written matters.
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An example of a well-written conclusion
Write an introduction to the following essay question:

“Slavery practiced in the Cape Colony during the Dutch colonial period was more humane and mild in nature than the system of

slavery practised elsewhere”. Discuss.

Slavery in the Cape Colony was as oppressive as slavery practised elsewhere. This essay

highlights how the legal system, the lack of civil rights and the rigid control that the VOC and

masters exercised over slaves, coalesced to form an ideology that dehumanised people.

Although slaves had some protection under the law, few had the knowledge or courage to take

their masters to court. The law condoned brutal violence as punishment to deter future

offenders from disobedience. Slave masters used paternalism as a psychological form of

control to justify them treating and punishing their slaves as children. Rural slaves in particular

suffered poor working and living conditions. With little to no formal education and the failure to

meet many other manumission requirements, the relevant authorities freed few slaves from a

life of bondage at the Cape. From the above discussion, it can be seen that slavery at the Cape

was a brutal and oppressive system that dehumanised people trapped in its clutches. This

stands in stark contrast to the viewpoints of some historians that slavery at the Cape was

milder in nature than was the case elsewhere. As the freed American slave turned abolitionist,

Harriet Tubman, once remarked, “Now I’ve been free, I know what a dreadful condition slavery

is. I have seen hundreds of escaped slaves, but I never saw one who was willing to go back and

be a slave”. 65



Basic Essay Outline

 This outline is a visual representation of how

the various sections in your essay link up

with each other.

 Your thesis statement as set out in your

introduction needs to reflect again in your

conclusion. Remember to rephrase it and

not rewrite it verbatim.

 Your Road Map lists the various topics or

ideas that you will discuss in the main body

of your essay. The idea for each section, as

pointed out in your Road Map, must link up

with the topic sentence of each section or

with the main paragraphs of your essay.

 In your conclusion you will again summarise

and evaluate the main ideas pointed out in

your Road Map.
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ACKNOWLEDGING YOUR SOURCES

It is standard academic practice to acknowledge the authors and sources of

the information, ideas, opinions, arguments and data you use to write your

assessments and research assignments. You must acknowledge the

sources from which you obtained your information even if you have

rewritten the ideas in your own words. As a rule, if an idea is not your own

and if it has come from another person or work then it must be cited and

referenced. Therefore, it is best to reference everything. This counts

regardless if the information comes from the Study Guide, the prescribed

or recommended books, other books, journal articles or a website.

SECTION C
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Why do you need to reference your sources?

There are a number of reasons why you need to reference your work. You need to:

 show that you have consulted relevant sources

 enable the person reading and assessing your work to trace the original sources you have
used

 provide documentary support for your argument

 give differing points of view of an argument, and

 indicate that you have not used someone else's ideas and claimed them as your own.

Remember that writing is “intellectual property”!

Referencing your work adequately will ensure that you are not accused of plagiarism. You must

acknowledge (reference and cite) any work, or part of any work, that you quote, paraphrase,

summarise or copy. You do not have to reference information that is considered general

knowledge (for example: that Nelson Mandela was the first president of a democratic South
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Plagiarism and Academic Writing Misconduct

Sol Plaatje University’s Policy on Plagiarism (REG-006) states that:

Plagiarism is the act of submitting or presenting work, study material, assignments, research
work or inventions of someone else, irrespective of its source, as one’s own creation; in some
instances, even where credit or acknowledgement is given to the original source.

Examples of conduct that may fall within the definition include:

• Using the direct words of another without using quotation marks (even where the passage
is referenced).

• Unacknowledged copying of a sentenced or two of text, or copying more extensive blocks of
text.

• Syndication of a single piece of work by more than one student (except where the
assignment task is a legitimate group assignment).

• Borrowing and using another person’s assignment (with or without his or her knowledge or
permission).

• Submitting an entire essay from another person or from the Internet; or infringing
copyright.
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SPU distinguishes between plagiarism and academic writing misconduct.

Plagiarism is:

• The act of submitting or presenting work, study material, assignments, research work or inventions of 
someone else, irrespective of its source, as one’s own creation; in some instances, even where credit 
or acknowledgement is given to the original source.

Academic writing misconduct is:

• Repeated incidents of collusion, deliberate dishonesty and more serious forms of plagiarism
committed over an extended period of time.

Against this background, students are requested to refrain from deliberate dishonesty in the form of:

• cribbing in tests and examinations

• collusion, fabrication or falsification of data

• purchasing assignments, dissertations and/or theses on the internet and presenting such documents
as their own work, and/or

• submitting the same work for more than one course or in consecutive courses.
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Plagiarism can take many forms

• It can involve copying word for word (or copying with only minor changes) without
acknowledgment from your study guides, or from any other sources, such as extracts from
books, articles, textbooks, or from the Internet.

• It can involve copying the sentence structure of a source, or copying the original idea of a
source, but changing its words without acknowledging the source.

• It can involve taking so many ideas and words from a source that it makes up most of your
work.

• It can involve deliberately providing incorrect information about the source of a quotation,
so that the reader is unable to trace its actual source.

• It can involve failing to put a quotation in quotation marks.

• It can involve handing in someone else’s work as your own, even a fellow student’s work.

Plagiarism therefore involves copying, paraphrasing, or summarising without appropriate
acknowledgment of the words, ideas, scholarship and intellectual property of another person
or persons.
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Why is plagiarism not permitted?

• It is an illegal act, because the theft of another
person’s property (in this case, their ideas, and their
writing), is against the law.

• It is a self-defeating act, because your lecturers cannot
give you marks for work that is not your own. You
disadvantage yourself because your lecturer will not
be able to judge whether you have understood your
work, and so will be in no position to help you. This
can also negatively affect your examination
preparation.

• It is an immoral act, because you are stealing another
person’s words and ideas. It is therefore an act of
dishonesty.

DO NOT 
COPY AND
PASTE!
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You need to develop independent arguments based on your understanding and analysis of the sources
you use.



Plagiarism Exercise: Answer TRUE or FALSE

TRUE FALSE

• All I need to do to avoid plagiarism is to include a signed declaration of originality 
with my assignment. 

• Plagiarism may be dishonest but it is not illegal.

• Plagiarism is acceptable because everybody does it. 

• Plagiarism is self-defeating because it deprives me of the opportunity to develop 
my thinking and writing skills. 

• SPU has an official policy on plagiarism which can lead to a student’s suspension if 
he/she commits plagiarism.

• Plagiarism is copying word for word, or copying with minor changes from a source 
without proper acknowledgment. 

• I am not guilty of plagiarism if I use quotation marks when copying directly from my 
source but omit the reference. 

• The way to avoid plagiarism is to use your own words (unless you make use of a 
direct quotation) and acknowledge all sources properly and fully. 

• Lecturers have access to software programmes which can help them detect 
plagiarism in students’ work. 
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What is Turnitin?

Turnitin is a web-based tool that supports students in the development of good academic practice when
preparing written work for assessment. This text-matching tool allows your lecturers to check your work for
improper use of sources or potential plagiarism by comparing it against continuously up-dated databases.

These databases include all the information that is available on the internet, published books, journal articles
and other texts, as well as work submitted by students at any university in the world that makes use of
Turnitin. The software will also check for similarity between your work and the work of your fellow students
and any work that has been submitted for a particular course in previous years.

Turnitin produces an 'Originality Report' for each submitted piece of work. This report indicates the similarity
index of your work comparted to the information in the databases.

Your lecturer will confirm with
you the allowable percentage of
similarity that is acceptable for a
particular assignment.

Any blatant plagiarism detected
in your work, regardless of
allowable percentage, will be
reported to the Office of the
Registrar for possible disciplinary
action.
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The Harvard Referencing Method

The School of Humanities requires you to make use of the Harvard Referencing Method when
completing work for submission in our faculty.

You need to include two types of citations in your work:

In-text citations In-text citations are used when directly quoting or paraphrasing a source.
They are located in the body of the work and contain a fragment of the full
reference.

Depending on the source type, some Harvard Reference in-text citations
may look something like this:

“There is no story that is not true, [...] the world has no end, and what is
good among one people is an abomination with others” (Achebe
1994:85).

Reference Lists Reference Lists are located at the end of the work and display full citations
for sources used in the assignment.

Here is an example of a full citation for a book found in a Harvard
Reference list:

Achebe, C. 1994. Things Fall Apart. New York: Anchor Books.

2

1
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In-text citations

All references in the text are referred to as in-text citations. There are two types of in-text
citations: direct and indirect.

Direct citations: 

quotations

A quotation that forms a full sentence (a stand-alone quotation) should be preceded by a
comma or colon. The full stop comes before the inverted commas. For example:

Elliot (1937:54) notes: “The metaphysical poets of the seventeenth century possessed a
mechanism of sensibility which could devour any kind of experience.”

If the quotation forms part of the argument and is incorporated into the sentence, then the
punctuation is part of that argument and should be placed after the inverted commas. For
example:

Elliot (1937:54) notes that “the metaphysical poets of the seventeenth century possessed a
mechanism of sensibility which could devour any kind of experience”.

Indirect citations: 

paraphrasing

When you use your own words to express an idea from another source or author, then you
must use indirect citations to acknowledge the source or author. For example:

Elliot (1934:54) claimed that the seventeenth-century metaphysical poets possessed a
special type of sensibility which could transform even the most mundane experience.

The citation can also be inserted at the end of the sentence. For example:

Seventeenth-century metaphysical poets possessed a special type of sensibility which could
transform even the most mundane experience (Elliot 1934:54).
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Take note of the following rules when inserting in-text citations
Referencing a source 
with more than one 
author

When a source has more than two authors (3+), we use et al. to replace the surname of all the
authors except the author listed first. However, the first instance of the citation should list all
authors in the correct format. Subsequent citations of this source can use et al. The et al. must be
followed by the first author and must be italicised. For example:

If the volunteers are employed in roles that they want to do, then the volunteer programmes will
perform well (McCurley et al. 2012:78).

Referencing more 
than one source

When a series of authors is referenced in the text, they follow a chronological order. Each author,
however, is listed once only according to the earliest publication date in the series. For example:

(Brown 1946; Robbins 1992, 1994; Mataga 2014)

Citing the same 
author in the same 
year

When an author has published twice in the same year, use ‘a’ & ‘b’ immediately after the date in
the in-text citation. For example:

It has been demonstrated (Brown 1997a, b; Sithole 1998; Jones 2000, 2004, 2009; Chaka n.d.;
Write 2008) that…

Citing a source with 
an unknown author

If you cite a work which appears to have no author use the abbreviation Anon (for Anonymous). If
you refer to more than one unknown author use ‘a’ and ‘b’ after the date to distinguish between
them.

Anon (2000a) indicates that … whereas Anon (2017b) argues that …
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Book with one author

Reference 

Reference List 

Warwick, P. 1983. Black People and the South African War, 1899-1902.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Take Note:

 Book titles must be written in title case and be placed in italics.

Reference 
Warwick (1983:4) points out that the “impression has been perpetuated
in numerous history books that the war was simply an Anglo-Boer
struggle”. The struggle between the Boers and the British affected all
South Africans at the time. Black people were not only victims of the war,
but actively participated in the war on both the British and Boer sides
(Warwick 1983:4).

In-text citation

Author Surname (Date:Page Number)

OR

(Author Surname Date:Page Number)

For example:

Author Surname, Initials. Date. Book Title. Place of Publication: Publisher.

For example:
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Book with two authors

Reference 

Reference List 

Nettle, D. & Romaine, S. 2000. Vanishing voices: The Extinction of the
World’s Languages. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Take Note:

 Book titles must be written in title case and be placed in italics.

Reference Nettle and Romaine (2000:28) states that “where communities cannot
thrive, their languages are in danger of extinction”. Linguists estimate
that there are around 5 000 to 6 700 languages in the world today. It is
estimated that at least half of the languages will become extinct in the
next century. The various factors and processes that contribute to the
death of a particular language thus pose a great threat to many
languages today (Nettle & Romaine 2000:35).

In-text citation

Author Surnames (Date:Page Number)

OR

(Author Surnames Date:Page Number)

For example:

Author Surnames, Initials. Date. Book Title. Place of Publication: Publisher.

For example:
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Book by multiple authors

Reference 

Reference List 

Higgs, S., Cooper, A., Lee, J., & Harris, M. 2015. Biological Psychology.
London: Sage Publishers.

Take Note:

 Multiple authors are separated by a comma however the last author
is precede by ‘&’.

Reference 

Higgs, Cooper, Lee and Harris (2015:47) explains that “initial human
encounters with alcohol were probably accidental via the consumption
of fermented fruits”. Research has pointed out that there are strong links
between alcohol use and violence. This may be due to the brain’s
reduced ability to process information and problem solve in social
situation while being intoxicated (Higgs et al. 2015:48).

In-text citation

Take Note:

The first instance of the citation should list all authors in the correct
format. Subsequent citations of this source should use only the first
author surname followed by et al.

Include Surnames of all Authors and Initials. Date. Book Title. Place of
Publication: Publisher.

For example:
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Book: An edited collection

Reference 

Reference List 

Richards, J.C., & Schmidt, R.W. (eds). 2013. Language and
Communication. New York: Routledge.

Take Note:

 Use (ed) for a book edited by a single author and use (eds) for a
book edited by several authors.

Reference 

Richards and Schmidt (2013:3) states that “the goal of language teaching
is to enable learners to use language in ways which are communicatively
effective and appropriate”. The authors emphasise a multidisciplinary
approach to the study of language and communication. (Richards &
Schmidt 2013:3).

In-text citation

Author Surname(s) (Date:Page Number)

OR

(Author Surname(s) Date:Page Number)

For example:

Author Surname(s), Initials. (ed). Date. Book Title. Place of Publication:
Publisher.

For example:
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Chapter in an edited book where the chapter was written by a different author

Reference 

Reference List 

Wolfson, N. 2013. Rules of Speaking. In: Richards, J.C., & Schmidt, R.W.
(eds.) Language and Communication: 61-88. New York: Routledge.

Author Surname, Initials. Date. Chapter Title. In: Editor Surname, Initials
(ed.) Book Title: Page Number(s). Place of Publication: Publisher.

For example:

Reference 

Wolfson (2013:63) asserts that “language instruction must not be limited
to the teaching of the traditional written and oral skills”. She argues that
communicative competence should form the core of language teaching
and this should be combined with the teaching of sociolinguistics rules
(Wolfson 2013:63).

In-text citation

Author Surname (Date:Page Number)

OR

(Author Surname Date:Page Number)

For example:
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Journal Article

Reference 

Reference List 

Orton, J. & Halkett, D. 2010. Stone Tools, Beads and a River: Two
Holocene Microlithic Sites at Jakkalsberg in the Northwestern
Richtersveld, Northern Cape, South Africa. The South African
Archaeological Bulletin 65 (191): 13-25.

Author Surname(s), Initials. Date. Article title. Journal Title Volume
Number (Issue Number): Page Number(s).

For example:

Take Note:

 The journal name is placed in italics and not the title of the article.

Reference 

Orton and Halkett (2010:21) explain that the “Jakkalsberg triangles have
strongly equilateral shapes and similar artefact have yet to be reported
from an other South African site”. Their research indicates that
occupation of the Richtersveld dates back well into the mid-Holocene
period (Orton & Halkett 2010:23).

In-text citation
Author Surname(s) (Date:Page Number)

OR

(Author Surname(s) Date:Page Number)

For example:
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Source from the internet with no author

Reference 

Reference List 

Anon. 2015. The Early Cape Slave Trade (consulted 12 December
2018): https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/early-cape-slave-trade

Anon. Date (if available). Article title (consulted Day Month Year): URL.

For example:

Reference 
Anon (2015) states that: “The year 1658 marks the beginning of the slave
trade at the Cape colony.” The very first slaves to arrive in the Cape,
came from the West Coast Africa. However, the majority of slaves that
were imported during the VOC period came from Madagascar, the
Indian subcontinent and South-East Asia (Anon 2015).

In-text citation
Author Surname (Date)

OR

(Author Surname Date)

For example:

URL

Title of article

Date of publication

Take Note:

 If you cite a work which appears to have no author use the
abbreviation Anon (for Anonymous).

 If there is no date of publication use the abbreviation: n.d.
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Source from the internet with an author

Reference 

Reference List 

Ledwaba, L. 2018. God’s tears add a sparkle to the zama-zamas’ lives
(consulted 23 January 2019): https://mg.co.za/article/2018-06-01
00-gods-tears-add-a-sparkle-to-zama-zamas-lives

Surname, Initials. Date (if available). Article title (consulted Day Month
Year): URL.

For example:

Reference 
Ledwaba (2018) states that: “There are about 3 000 artisanal miners,
both men and women, scratching out a living on the land that used to be
residual dumping sites for the diamond mining conglomerate De Beers.”
Although their activities were initially illegal, the department of mineral
resources have agreed to issue them with small-scale mining permits
(Ledwaba 2018).

In-text citation
Author Surname (Date)

OR

(Author Surname Date)

For example:

URL

Title of article

Date of publication

Author Take Note:

 If there is no date of publication use the abbreviation: n.d.
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Type In-text citation Reference List Entry

Conference paper: 
published in proceedings

(Truter 1995:4) Author Surname, Initials. Date. Title of conference paper. In: Editor 
Surname, Initials (ed) Title of Conference Proceedings: Page Number(s). 
Place of Publication: Publisher.

Truter, M. 1995. The role of the court interpreter in the new South
Africa. In: Jennings, A. (ed) Tower of Babel or Lingua Franca? Proceedings of
the 1994 Conference of the South African Institute of Translators,
Bloemfontein, 18-23 June 1994: 34-45. Johannesburg: The Institute.

Conference paper: not 
published

(Sithole 2004:8) Author Surname, Initials. Date. Title of paper. Title of Conference, Place, 
Date.

Sithole, J. 2004. Setswana and its role in tertiary education. Paper 
presented at the Annual Conference of Language Educators, University 
of Pretoria, Pretoria, 20-23 May 2010.

Government Gazette (South Africa 1997:67-70) The Government Gazette is the official publication of the government of 
the Republic of South Africa.

South Africa. 1997. White Paper on environmental management policy 
for South Africa. Notice 1096 of 1997. Government Gazette, 385 (18164): 
1-96.

Legislation (National Heritage Resources Act 
1999:5)

For example:

RSA. 1999. National Heritage Resources Act, Notice 25 of 1999. 
Government Gazette, 406 (19974): 1-88. 

Other sources
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Type In-text citation Reference List Entry

Interviews (Mbenga 2018) Mbenga, M. 2018. Interview with researcher on 4 August, Cape Town.

Newspaper article: 
anonymous

Anon (1999:15) Anon. Date. Article Title. Newspaper Title: Issue, Day Month.

Anon. 1999. Higher education: quo vadis? Mail & Guardian: 15, 11 March.

Newspaper article: with 
author

(Stewart 1988:12) Author Surname, Initials. Date. Article Title. Newspaper Title: Issue, Day Month.

Stewart, M.T. 1988. Should privatisation prosper? SAA in the year 1990. Cape
Argus: 3, 17 May.

Plays: modern / 
contemporary

(Fugard 1993:27) Author Surname, Initials. Edition Date. Title. Edition Information. Place of
Publication: Publisher.

Fugard, A. 1993. Master Harold and the Boys. South African Edition. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

Plays: Shakespeare and 
Johnson

(Shakespeare 1998:1.2.177) Author surname, Initials. Edition Date. Title. Edition Information. Place of
Publication: Publisher. Act. Scene: Line.

Shakespeare, W. 1999. Hamlet. Edited by Kevin Bryant. London: Penguin. 1.2:
177.

Theses and dissertations: 
unpublished

Musonda (1983:123) Author Surname, Initials. Date. Dissertation title. Dissertation Type. Place:
Institution.

Musonda, F.B. 1983. Aspects of the prehistory of the Lunsemfwa drainage
basin, Zambia, during the last 20 000 years. Unpublished PhD thesis. Berkeley:
University of California.

Study guide and class 
handouts

(Fester 2015:23) Surname, initials. Date. Title. Type of source. Place: University.

Fester, G. 2015. Sociology I: Introduction to Sociology HSOC5116. Study Guide.
Kimberley: Sol Plaatje University.
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STYLE GUIDE FOR ASSESSMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

This section will provide you with the technical guidelines required for essay

assignments and assessments in the School of Humanities.

The style and presentation of assignments are important. Your assignment

should be easy to read and be presented in a way that shows you have

organised your material to present your argument clearly. In addition, your

assignment should be referenced where appropriate and literature cited in

the text should be accurately documented.

Although there are variations in writing style required by different academic

disciplines, the guidelines provided in this section should be followed unless

you have been given specific instructions to the contrary.

SECTION D
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 Type on only one side of an A4 sized page.

 Assignments should be typed in either Arial or Times New Roman – font size 12.

 Use either 1.5 or double spacing.

 Number pages in your assignment from the introduction AND NOT the title OR contents pages.

 Pages or parts of a page should not be left open – only the following pages will start on a new page:

• the Title Page

• the Table of Contents (With the headings Contents and Page)

• the List of Abbreviations (with the heading Abbreviations)

• the List of Tables, Figures and / or Maps (With the heading List of Tables, Figures and Maps OR only List of

Tables and Figures OR List of Figures OR List of Maps, depending on which of these you provide in your

assignment), and

• the Bibliography or Reference List.

 Leave a margin on the right-hand side of the page of about 3 cm if you write your assignment. Without a margin

your lecturers will find it difficult to write comments adjacent to the relevant text.

How to style your research assignment
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Your Title Page should contain the following information:

 The assignment question or title of your essay in the

middle of the page.

 Your name and surname, student number, course

code, subject, name of your lecturer, the date of

submission, the number of the assignment and word

count in the lower right hand corner.

 Note that the Title Page is not given a page number.

 Do not place any illustrations on the front of your

Title Page for decorative purposes.

The Title Page
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 Your title page should be followed by a Table of Contents

with the headings Contents and Page.

 All the headings and subheadings should match up with

the headings and subheadings used in your assignment

and vice versa. The correct page numbers should be

given.

 You can only construct your Table of Contents after you

have completed your assignment.

 Note that the Table of Contents is not given a page

number.

Table of Contents
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 If you have made use of abbreviations in your

assignment, you must include a list of Abbreviations

after your Contents Page.

 Remember that you can only use an abbreviation after

you have first used the full phrase or word in your text

with the abbreviation included in brackets. For example:

 Note that this page is not provided with a page number.

Abbreviations
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The importation of slaves was the result of a deliberate

policy by the Dutch East Indian Company (VOC) to

address labour shortages at the Cape. The VOC

imported slaves from a variety of places including,

Mozambique, Madagascar, India and the Indonesian

islands.



 If you provided tables, figures (illustrations / diagrams)

or maps in your assignment insert a list of these with

the page number on which they appear on a new page

after either your Contents Page or your list of

Abbreviations.

 Note that this page is also not given a page number.

 Tables and figures should only be included in your

essay if you make direct reference to them in your work.

Never include illustrations or maps simply for

decorative purposes. Also provide the source from

where you obtained the illustration, map or table.

 Refer to the examples provided on pages 5 and 3 of this

essay on Slavery at the Cape.

List of Tables and Figures
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 The main text of your assignment must consist of

an introduction, body and conclusion. Provide the

various sections of your assignment with

appropriate subheadings.

 Remember that for some subjects you are not

required to provide subheadings in your essay.

Make sure to check with your lecturer before you

submit your work if they would like you to include

subheadings or not.

 Note that the Introduction will always be on page

one of your essay.

 Make use of section breaks in Microsoft Word to

make sure that you number the pages of your

assignments correctly.

Main body of your research essay
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 Your Reference List should always start on a new page.

 Make sure that your sources are listed in alphabetical

order.

 Only list sources that you have cited in your work.

 Refer to the section on acknowledging academic

sources for the correct way in which you should

construct your reference list entries.

 Also remember to include a declaration stating that you

have not committed plagiarism.

 Make a copy or your assignment before you submit it to

your lecturer.

 Refer to the Essay Check List on the following pages to

make sure that your assignment meets all the

requirements expected by the School of Humanities.

Reference List
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Essay Check List
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 Write or type on only one side of an A4 sized page.

 Assignments should be typed in either Arial or Times New Roman –

font size 12.

 Use either 1.5 or double spacing.

 For assessments and short essays, it is not necessary to include a Title

Page and Contents Page. BUT check with your lecturers what style they

prefer you to use before submitting your work.

 An assessment should include: your name and surname, student

number, course code, subject, name of your lecturer, the date of

submission and the number of the assignment in the top right hand

corner of the page.

 It should also contain a reference list depending on the type of

assessment that was set.

 Also remember to include a declaration stating that you have not

committed plagiarism.

How to style an assessment (short essays, reactions, field reports etc.)
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 It is important that you learn how to communicate effectively with your lecturers. This is a skill that you will

transfer to your career and it is thus important to get the basics right as soon as possible.

 An email is usually the first impression the receiver gains from the sender. A poorly written email results in a poor

first impression.

 Cover only one topic in your email.

 Provide a descriptive, short and concise subject line to inform the reader what the email will be about.

 Keep lines, paragraphs and messages short and to the point.

 Take care of how you write. Make use of formal language.

 Do not use acronyms or short hand.

 Start your email with a form of address: Dear Prof Teise or Dear Mrs Obaray or To whom it may concern.

 Write in paragraphs.

 Proofread your message so that there are no language mistakes.

 End your message with an appropriate leave-taking phrase: Kinds regards or Best wishes or Yours sincerely.

 Make sure that your email contains your name and surname, subject code, student number and contact details.

How to write an email
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Examples
Badly written email

Well-written email
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no subject included

informal form of address

poor language use and 
expression

no personal details included

clear and concise subject included

appropriate form of salutation

good language use with adequate 
details included

appropriate sign-off with contact 
details



Plagiarism Declaration

Name: ______________________ Student number: _____________________

I declare that this is my own original work. Where secondary material has been used
(either from a printed source or from the internet), this has been carefully
acknowledged and referenced in accordance with university requirements.

I understand what plagiarism is and am aware of the university’s policy in this regard.

I have not allowed anyone else to copy my work.

__________________________
Signature 

__________________________
Date
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